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TRANSFORMING HIGH SCHOOL IN HOLYOKE 

Creating a Pathway for Every Student 

High School Redesign Strategic Plan 

 

To Holyoke Students, Families, Teachers, Staff, and Community Members –  

 

In January, we released a draft strategic plan to redesign the high school experience in Holyoke.  I am 

excited to share the evolution of that plan – our strategy to transform high school in Holyoke.   

 

Our strategic plan calls for creating a series of thematic academies that will provide opportunities for 

students to develop a personalized learning path toward college, career or both.  Built upon choice, and 

access to advanced educational opportunities, the plan deepens student engagement and provides 

families and business and civic leaders explicit opportunities to partner with educators to help guide 

students’ career and college plans, as well as strengthen our local economy.  

 

Importantly, our academy structure will prepare our students for the global economy and a society that 

demands more critical thinking and higher levels of educational achievement. It is a structure that gives 

our students a competitive advantage, ensuring they graduate with stackable credentials sought after by 

employers and colleges and universities alike.   

 

 Our approach and progress would not have been possible without the input and direct feedback from 

national experts and our families, students, staff and community. 

 

The plan calls for students to choose among four theme-based academies for their sophomore through 

senior year, the continuation of our Freshman Academy, the launch of a Newcomer Academy for 

students who have very recently entered the U.S. school system for the first time and have limited 

English proficiency, and Opportunity Academy – an alternative off campus approach for students 

needing a different path.  All academies will be designed based on five core tenets that are detailed in 

the plan, and are built around key factors that we heard prominently in feedback: 

● Ensure all students have access to Advanced Placement (AP) and dual enrollment (college and 

high school credit simultaneously) courses 

● Integrate state-approved Career Technical Education (CTE) programs into each academy 

● Ensure special education services are integrated into the academies 

 

I am confident all students will see a pathway for themselves. 

 

We have much work left to do.  Our high school teachers and leaders, with college level partners, are 
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now engaged in a planning process to define each academy and the structures and systems that will 

enable them to flourish.  Our team will continue to engage with students, families, and the community 

throughout the design process.  Each academy design team will work with higher education partners 

and business partners to ensure the pathways lead into college and career opportunities.  We are 

currently forming focus groups of parents, community, and business leaders to receive periodic updates 

and provide ongoing feedback over the next 6-18 months.  If you are interested in participating in a 

focus group, please contact Project Coordinator Tammy Lawrence at tlawrence@hps.holyoke.ma.us. 

 

During the design process, we will continue to evaluate many factors, including the location of the 

academies, which is undetermined at this time.  The unique facilities at each high school campus, access 

for students, transportation needs, and master schedule options all factor into academy locations.  

Students and families will know the location of academies and courses before making a selection. 

 

Our schools and community are amazing assets.  We have made substantial progress in our work 

together already, as evidenced by quadrupling the number of dual enrollment college courses taken by 

HPS students for two consecutive years, a 28 percent decline in our dropout rate for 2015-16 compared 

to the year before, and a further 24 percent drop so far this year.  This plan will continue to grow those 

positive trends.  

 

Please read more about our plan in the pages that follow and continue to ask questions. After hearing 

the positive and thoughtful responses to our plan thus far, the team and I are even more confident that, 

together as a community, we will create a leading, sustainable and growth-oriented education model to 

prepare our students for the dynamic world before them.   

 

This is an exciting time. Your enthusiasm and energy is both motivating and inspiring.  Thank you for 

your support and continued engagement. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

  
Stephen Zrike, Jr. 

Superintendent 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

In school year 2016-17, Holyoke Public Schools teachers, parents, community members, school leaders 

and district leaders have engaged in an exploration process to design our high school experience of the 

future, made possible through the generous support of the Barr Foundation. We began with the 

purpose of creating high interest pathways for students that would result in a competitive advantage 

after high school.  After completing more than 150 school visits and consulting widely within and outside 

of the district, we have emerged with this strategic plan to transform the high school experience in 

Holyoke and create a pathway for every student. 

 

Plan Aligned with District Priorities 

Through a collaborative process involving the schools and community and under the leadership of 

Superintendent Dr. Stephen Zrike Jr., the district developed a strategic plan with five priorities, all 

centered on ensuring schools have their own highly effective strategic plans.   

 

Exhibit 1: District Priorities 

 
 

“Personalized Pathways” is the central organizing focus of our high school redesign plan.  Pathways are 

student-informed learning trajectories resulting in a competitive advantage in post-secondary success.  

Our primary initiative is to create a set of theme-based academies that will provide numerous pathways 

for students to ignite student motivation, interest, engagement, and learning.  A set of supporting 

initiatives that are essential to the success of the academies are organized around the other four 

strategic priorities. 

 

Primary Strategic Initiative - Academies Based on Five Core Tenets 

The central step of our plan is to create a set of academies modeled around five core tenets: 

1. All pathways prepare students for career and college success.  
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2. Students apply learning, engage in design thinking and innovation, and contribute to the 

community through project-based learning and learning beyond the walls of the school.   

3. The content within each pathway is aligned to 21st century education and industry-based 

standards. 

4. Pathways will be flexible and personalized because students learn about their interests, 

preferences and abilities throughout high school.   

5. Each pathway provides opportunities for students to earn stackable credentials. 

 

Four theme-based academies to serve students in grades 10-12 are the heart of the model.  The 

academies are: 

1. Community and Global Studies Academy 

2. Technology, Engineering, and Design Academy  

3. Performing and Media Arts Academy 

4. Medical and Life Sciences Academy 

 

Students will have the opportunity to explore academies before making a choice going into 10th grade.  

They will choose an academy based on their interests and preferences.  The purpose of the academies 

is not to train students for a particular field or career, but rather to hook students’ motivation to learn 

and sustain their energy to persevere.  Within each academy, students will choose among a set of 

concentrations.  As they progress from grade 10 to grade 12, their pathway will become more 

personalized by selecting an academy, developing a concentration, and personalizing their pathway 

through focused projects, college courses, and real world learning opportunities like internships, co-ops, 

and job shadowing.  The plan emphasizes preparing students for the professional work world – whether 

that comes immediately after high school, after college, or during college.  Within each academy, 

students will have exposure to multiple career fields through internships, workplace experiences, and 

community-based learning opportunities.  Through specialization, students will have opportunities to 

graduate high school with an additional credential and real world experience.  

 

Students begin high school by entering the Freshman Academy, which was established in school year 

2016-17.  To strengthen the Freshman Academy going forward, we intend to create more deliberate 

teacher and student teams or small learning communities.  When a core group of students take most of 

their core classes with the same core group of teachers, student-teacher relationships are strengthened, 

and the school is better able to support and meet the needs of individual students.  Additionally, all 9th 

graders will have an opportunity to explore all four themed academies through exploratory projects 

within their 9th grade classes. 

 

We also will build a Newcomers Academy to serve students with limited English proficiency who are in 

their first years of our English language school system.  A one-year placement in Newcomers Academy 

will allow students to learn academic content crucial for academic success, while also learning English 

from expert teachers in a structured, sheltered setting. 

 

Finally, we will create an alternative high school academy separate from the main high school campuses, 

named Opportunity Academy, to serve students who are far off track or need an alternative to the large 

high school setting.  Opportunity Academy will be a consortium of different programs, some run by 
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Holyoke Public Schools and some operated by partner organizations pursuant to the district priorities. 

We propose this partnering approach to provide a more targeted set of pathways at several off-campus 

locations for students with varying needs.   

 

Supporting Initiatives – Aligned to District Priorities 

As the dozens of people on our teams analyzed what they observed on their visits to schools throughout 

New England and the country, many systems, structures, and approaches stood out.  Our teams 

synthesized the best elements from all of the schools into a unique and complete plan that includes 

themed academies to ignite student interest and choice, core tenets upon which the academies will be 

based, and a set of supporting initiatives that align to Holyoke’s needs and the future academy 

structure.  The district’s Personalized Pathways strategic priority drives the primary initiative.  The 

supporting initiatives are aligned with the district’s remaining four strategic priorities:  

● High Quality Instruction for All 

● Engaged Students, Families, and Community 

● An Effective and Thriving Workforce 

● Supporting Empowered Schools 

 

The primary and supporting initiatives are outlined in sections 1 and 2.  Section 3 is an implementation 

timeline that serves as the beginning of what is a dynamic process of developing academies and 

supporting systems to transform the high school experience in Holyoke. 
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SECTION 1.  Primary Initiative – Build Theme-Based Academies   

In our quest to be Holyoke families’ first choice for their children’s education, Holyoke Public Schools is 

committed to providing a pathway for every student.  Our pathways result in students:  

● Graduating with an additional credential that provides for college and career options 

● Thinking critically and communicating with purpose 

● Valuing themselves, valuing others and valuing being part of the Holyoke community 

● Leading with a growth mindset and self-management skills   

 

Intentional creation of pathways is the central element of the high school redesign plan.  Pathways are 

student-informed learning trajectories resulting in a competitive advantage in post-secondary success.  

Students and their families inform their pathway by applying to a theme-based academy, choosing a 

concentration and determining a series of learning activities that tie to their career and college goals, 

whether college first, then career; career, then advanced certification; or both college and career 

simultaneously.   

 

Core Tenets  
Academy definition and creation is an iterative process led by teacher leaders and community partners.  

These five tenets provide for equity of educational experience, specifically emerging from the learning 

by staff, students, parents, and community members who completed more than 150 visits to high 

schools across Massachusetts and the nation.  Common tenets provide minimum expectations for 

program design and ensure equitable access for all students to high quality, effective, aligned learning 

opportunities, in each academy. 

 

1. All pathways prepare students for career and college success through 
exploration activities, coursework and outcomes.  Exploration is built into 
classes, activities and applied learning opportunities. The greater regional 
educational community and the economy are reflected in the pathway 
design.  Students and families choose the post-secondary destination.  Staff 
members support students’ interests and development through instruction, 
mentoring and guidance. 
 

2. Students apply learning, engage in design thinking and innovation, and 
contribute to the community through project-based learning, including 
capstone projects.  Project-based learning requires students to acquire 
deeper learning by solving real-world challenges and problems.  In Holyoke 
Public Schools, the community serves as the campus for project-based 
learning.  Students’ learning opportunities extend beyond the walls of the 
school and include work-based learning opportunities, such as internships 
and work study.   
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3. The content within each pathway is aligned to 21st century education and 
industry-based standards. In addition to content knowledge, graduates 
demonstrate competency in thinking critically, communicating with 
purpose, problem solving, collaborating and using technology. Capstone 
projects provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate mastery of 
academic and non-academic standards.    

 

4. Students learn about their interests, preferences and abilities throughout 
high school and are guided by caring adults in the development of flexible 
and personalized pathways.  Students and their families make informed 
choices about applying to academies, concentrations within academies and 
outcomes for individual pathways – college first, then career; career, then 
advanced certification; or both college and career simultaneously.  Students 
have choice of instructional modes, projects, and courses to demonstrate 
mastery for graduation criteria.  An increased emphasis on career and 
college planning collaboratively guided by families, teachers, and guidance 
counselors will support students setting their own direction.  

 

5. All students complete a common set of requirements to graduate.  In 
addition, each pathway provides opportunities for students to earn 
stackable credentials, which include college credit; degrees; credit-bearing, 
non-credit, and work readiness certificates; badges; professional/industry 
certifications; apprenticeships; and licenses – all of which attest to 
graduates’ skills, knowledge, and abilities.  Pathways offer Advanced 
Placement, dual enrollment, early college and industry certification 
opportunities. 

 

Theme Based Academies for Grades 10-12 
The center of students’ high school experience in Holyoke will be four thematic academies for students 

in grades 10-12, built upon the core tenets stated above, and related to student interest, as well as 

regional employment and educational opportunities in Western Massachusetts.  High quality pathways 

that excite student learning offer students more opportunities to succeed in school and in their careers.    

 

Exhibit 2: Grade 10-12 Academies 
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The Community and Global Studies Academy will provide varied pathways emphasizing the public and 
private sector connections that drive the local and global communities.  Pathways built around the study 
of law, policy, public service, and ethnic studies allow students to examine our society and societies 
around the world.  All pathways include opportunities to extend the learning in connected programs at 
area colleges and through partnerships with area businesses and organizations. 
 
Celebrating bilingualism, dual language opportunities will be offered in the future as the current 
elementary school dual language program progresses into the high school grades.  (In the dual language 
program, students who are native Spanish speakers and students who are native English speakers have 
the opportunity to not only learn two languages and many cultures, but also to learn content in English 
and Spanish.) 
 
The Technology, Engineering and Design Academy will provide opportunities for students to dive into 
fields of engineering, computer science, and industrial design with several specialty programs within 
those fields.  Partnerships with area colleges and many Pioneer Valley companies will provide extensive 
opportunities for applying learning in the field and advanced college study. 
 
The Performing and Media Arts Academy will allow students to pursue passions in music and theater, 
as well as journalism, marketing, media, and graphic and visual design.  The rich performing and visual 
arts community of Western Massachusetts will provide numerous opportunities for students to apply 
their learning in real world settings, and many area colleges support abundant programs in these diverse 
areas of study providing dual enrollment options. 
 
The Medical and Life Sciences Academy will offer students the opportunity to explore and learn the 
growing fields of biological sciences; healthcare; and urban agriculture, nutrition, and sustainable 
practices.  Academic options and work-based learning opportunities abound in these fields with strong 
connections to programs at area and national colleges.  The healthcare sector in particular is a broad, 
large, growing sector in Western Massachusetts and the country. 
 
Our original draft strategic plan called for an academy focused on business, finance, and 
entrepreneurship.  After feedback and analysis, we determined that business, finance, and 
entrepreneurship is better integrated into curriculum across all four academies.  Management and 
entrepreneurship are present in sectors throughout our economy and apply in almost all academic 
fields.  Therefore, rather than separate out business, finance, and entrepreneurship, we decided that all 
academies would include those aspects of business practices to help prepare students to create, 
manage, finance, and lead organizations of all types. 
 
Within each academy, students will access their core English, math, science, and history courses and all 
requirements for graduation including the Mass Core standards that many colleges expect.  Courses will 
cover the same rigorous standards in each academy, but the focus of courses may vary based on the 
academy theme.  Each academy will have 2-4 concentrations.  Possible concentrations are listed in 
Exhibit 2 on a previous page and will continue to be refined by our staff teams, in consultation with 
higher education and business partners, during the academy design process.  Students in each academy 
will have access to advanced placement, dual enrollment, and unique courses aligned with 
concentration strands, as well as work-based learning experiences such as internships and work study.  
Each academy will offer Chapter 74-approved career technical education program(s) as well.  Students 
will explore academies in 9th grade through participation in the Freshman Academy and toward the end 
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of their 9th grade year, apply to the academy of their choice for advanced studies in grades 10-12. 
 
Students with disabilities will receive support within all academies.  Supporting individual needs within 
a student’s IEP (individual education plan) is a natural extension of the personalized pathways that 
drives the high school redesign.  Students with disabilities will be able to choose an academy, 
concentration, work-based experiences, and capstone projects to personalize their path through high 
school just as students without identified disabilities.  Special education services will support students 
throughout those steps.   
 

Student Interest & Career Options 

Students’ interests drive their paths providing them with opportunities to learn high school content and 
develop career and college readiness skills through a personalized plan of study.  As students progress 
through the grades, their experiences can become increasingly personalized as shown in Exhibit 3. 
 
Exhibit 3: Personalized Pathways 

 

 

The primary aim of academies is to connect with student interest.  The academies also align with 

career options in the region and Massachusetts, with research reports in mind such as Pathways to 

Prosperity:  Meeting the Challenge of Preparing Young Americans for the 21st century1 and Degrees of 

Urgency:  Why Massachusetts Needs More College Graduates Now2.  “A ‘perfect storm’ of factors - our 

economy’s need for more college graduates, projected declines in the number of high school graduates, 

and the cumulative impact of historic underfunding of public higher education - threatens our ability to 

                                                           
1 Symonds, William C., Robert Schwartz, and Ronald F. Ferguson. 2011. Pathways to prosperity: Meeting the challenge of 

preparing young Americans for the 21st century. Cambridge, MA: Pathways to Prosperity Project, Harvard University Graduate 
School of Education. 
2 The Vision Project.  2014.  Degrees of Urgency:  Why Massachusetts Needs More College Graduates Now.  Download at 

http://www.mass.edu/visionproject/degreesofurgency.asp. 
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attract and retain knowledge-based industries that drive economic prosperity.”3 These reports 

anticipate the opportunities for post-secondary success in the workforce based on educational 

attainment levels:  

● Roughly 30 percent of the job openings projected over the next decade require some 
education beyond high school but not necessarily a four year degree.3   

● 72% of Massachusetts jobs will require some college education by 2020.4  Only one young 
person in three (1:3) currently obtains a four-year degree by age 25.3  

● 5:1 ratio of Massachusetts health care job openings to recent graduates holding related 
associate and bachelor’s degrees.3 

● 6:1 ratio of Massachusetts information technology and computer science job openings to 
recent graduates holding related associate’s degrees and certificates.3 

● 17:1 ratio of Massachusetts information technology and computer science job opening to 
recent graduates holding related bachelor’s degrees.3 

 

Through multiple opportunities to explore their interests and acquire skills, students will understand the 

choices and know potential career options available to them.  Exhibit 4 links proposed academies and 

concentrations to career opportunities across the Hampden County Region.   

 

Exhibit 4: Academies and Possible Concentrations linked to Regional Career Opportunities 

Academy Possible Concentrations Sample Careers  
Community 
and Global 
Studies 

Law & Criminal Justice 
Ethnic Studies 
Public Policy 
Dual Language (future) 

 

Lawyer and lawmaker 
Teacher  
Police and Public Safety Officer 
Entrepreneur & Business and Non-Profit Manager 
Interpreter and Translator 

Technology, 
Engineering 
and Design 

Computer Science 
Engineering 
Industrial Design 

Machinist 
Computer Network Administrator 
Mechanical Engineer & Civil Engineer 
Electrical & Chemical Engineer 
Diesel Engine Technician 
Electrician &  Metal Fabricator 
Software Developer 

Performing 
and Media 
Arts  

Performing Arts 
Marketing & Media 
Communications 
Graphic & Visual Arts 

Producer and Director   
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Specialist 
Multimedia Artists and Animator 
Art, Drama and Music Teachers, postsecondary 
Marketing & Public Relations Specialist 

Medical and 
Life Sciences 

Biological Sciences 
Healthcare 
Urban Ecology and 
Sustainability 

 

Biological Researcher 
Nurse & Physician 
Environmental Engineer 
Urban Planner 
Healthcare Technician 
Nutritionist 
Chef and Cook 

                                                           
3 Pathways to Prosperity report 
4 Degrees of Urgency report 
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Student, staff, and family interest also inform the selection of these academies: 

● Nearly 600 families (40% of respondents) indicated they were interested in STEM-focused 
opportunities for their children, and 665 families (43% of respondents) indicated they were 
interested in arts opportunities for their children.5 

● Requests for Ethnic Studies courses within the Freshman Academy in 2016 were double the 
available spaces. 

● More than 240 upper grade students requested advanced technology courses at Holyoke High 
School during enrollment for 2016.  Forty students were assigned to the available classes. 

● The highest enrolled Chapter 74 vocational technical programs at Dean for 2016-2017 in grades 
10-12 were culinary, health services and cosmetology.  These three (of 12) programs serve 40% 
of all students enrolled in Career & Technical Education (CTE) “shops.” 

● Freshman Academy students who requested to participate in the Explorations course at Dean in 
2016-2017 prioritized six choices during enrollment.  Top interest areas were culinary (110), 
cosmetology (87), health services (82), carpentry (73), engineering (67), and web 
design/programming (64). 

 

Freshman, Newcomers, & Opportunity Academies 
In addition to the four themed academies at the core of our plan, we also have a continuation and 

strengthening of Freshman Academy, the launch of a Newcomer Academy, and the further development 

of the alternative high school programs into Opportunity Academy (see below for details).  In total, we 

propose 7 high school level academies as displayed in Exhibit 5: 

 

Exhibit 5: All High School Academies 

 

                                                           
5 Holyoke Public Schools Culture & Climate Family Survey, administered by Panorama.  SY15-16. 
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Freshman Academy 

The Freshman Academy was established at Holyoke High in 2016-17 to assist with the transition from 8th 

to 9th grade and strengthen students’ success in 9th grade and beyond.  The foundation of the Freshman 

Academy is for each student to belong to a team of core content teachers who “own” the student’s 

success.  This requires three teams of four core content teachers each.  This structure allows for 

stronger:  

● Introduction to high school through a shared summer experience, which allows students to 

learn about the expectations of high school, become familiar with the environment and logistics 

of a larger building and begin to develop new relationships with peers and staff, 

● Implementation of “freshman on track” to increase the likelihood of all students staying on track 

to graduate high school, 

● Academic, behavior and social emotional supports for students, 

● Academic and career planning as supported through our new MAPP process (My Action Plan 

and Portfolio, which is an Individual Learning Plans (ILP) for each student), 

● Team building and a sense of belonging, and 

● Mentorship and guidance by teams of caring adults who know each student well. 

 

The Freshman Academy also supports the exploration of and transition to the theme-based academies 

for grades 10-12.   

 

Newcomers Academy  
Students who have recently entered the school system for the first time with limited English proficiency 

may join the Newcomers Academy for up to one year.  In this academy, students will continue to 

progress in Spanish in most core academic courses.  Expert instruction in language development speeds 

the growth of English skills and academic learning simultaneously.  This is a small, specialized academy; 

the size of the academy will fluctuate based on the number of students who qualify.  In this past year, 40 

students (36 from Holyoke High, 4 from Dean) would have benefited from belonging to a Newcomers 

Academy.   

 

The Newcomers Academy is, by design, a short-term support for students new to the English language.  

Most students who are learning English, including those who have gone through Newcomers Academy, 

will choose a theme-based academy and pursue a personalized path with support from ESL teachers, 

just as students with disabilities will pursue pathways within academies with support from special 

education teachers.  

 

Opportunity Academy – an Alternative High School Program 

Holyoke will better serve students who are “off track” or need an alternative to the large high schools by 
increasing the variety of alternative pathways to a diploma and postgraduate career and college options. 

 

In 2016-17, Holyoke Public Schools expanded alternative high school options in two ways:  

1) HPS moved the “Pathways” program out of William J. Dean Technical High School and combined 

it with HPS’s “HALO” program serving adults seeking their GED, and  
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2) HPS increased the number of students served at the Gateway to College program on Holyoke 

Community College’s (HCC) campus from 12 to over 50.   

 

Both efforts are experiencing initial success.  We will expand that approach to establish Opportunity 

Academy.  Opportunity Academy is designed to help students whose current struggles in school can 

obscure a view of their future success.  Opportunity Academy will be a school built upon partnerships 

between HPS, HCC and other organizations in the community who educate students in Holyoke.  A 

potential structure is shown in exhibit 6 below. 

 

Exhibit 6: Opportunity Academy 

 

 
Currently, HPS runs the “Pathways/HALO” program and has a close partnership with HCC’s Gateway to 

College program.  We will follow three steps to establish Opportunity Academy: 

 

1. Expand HPS’s program and rename it the HPS Success Center.  The Success Center, along with 

HCC’s Gateway for College, will be the heart of Opportunity Academy.  We will continue to serve 

both high school students working towards a diploma and adults working towards a GED at the 

same location (Picknelly Adult Family Education Center) and grow the academic offerings at the 

program to offer more complete academic options.  Students in need of alternative pathways 

are referred from Holyoke High and Dean Tech’s academies.  Staff at the Success Center and 

Gateway to College will work with Holyoke High and Dean staff, and other Opportunity Academy 

partner organizations, to evaluate the best placement for each student. 

 

2. Continue to grow our Gateway to College Partnership.  A wide range and increased number of 

students have shown success at Gateway.  Gateway provides high quality classes in a college 

setting where students can earn high school and college credit.    

 

3. Form partnerships with other educational organizations like we have with Gateway to College.  
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There are several outstanding organizations in Holyoke providing educational services to 

targeted groups of teenagers and young adults.  We have had initial conversations with several 

organizations that would like to be part of Opportunity Academy.  Like they do with Gateway, 

students would remain HPS students and complete their education at another organization with 

well-defined articulation agreements to ensure that students receive educational opportunities 

meeting Massachusetts standards and Holyoke graduation expectations.  Expanding such 

partnerships would provide a diverse set of alternative pathways to better meet unique needs 

of specific students and increase our capacity to help students succeed in high school and 

prepare for college and career options. 
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SECTION 2.  Supporting Initiatives 
 

Linked to District Priorities 
“Personalized Pathways” is the central organizing focus of our high school redesign proposal.  For 

Academies to succeed in providing the type of high school experience Holyoke students and families 

want and deserve, we must make a series of related improvements.  The supporting initiatives listed in 

exhibit 7 below emerged after our Innovations and Design Team members (see Appendix) analyzed the 

many systems and structures they observed at schools around the country.  The initiatives below are 

organized according to the district’s remaining four Priorities and will enhance the success of the 

academy model. 

 

Exhibit 7: District Priorities 

 
 

On Track & Career and College Planning 
Two supporting initiatives aligned with the Engaged Students, Families, and Communities - “On Track” 

and Career and College Planning - are essential components of transforming high school in Holyoke.  Our 

Academy model calls for student choice to design their pathway through high school and into their 

career and college choices.  To choose well, they must have a vision on where they want to go.  

 

MAPP - My Action Plan and Portfolio 

Each student in grades 6-12 will develop and continually build an Individual Learning Plan (ILP).  For our 

Holyoke students, we refer to these plans as MAPP - My Action Plan and Portfolio.  Through MAPP, 

students will explore their own interests, personal skills, career possibilities, earning potential of various 

careers, college programs that open doors to various careers, and more.  Each year, students will 

progressively build from understanding career options and their own interests to developing an 

increasingly sophisticated plan that could include industry sectors in which they are building a resume, 

specific colleges and scholarships that they aspire to attend and earn, and course planning that allow 

them to achieve these goals.  The MAPP process will integrate workplace experiences into their 
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portfolios, capturing what they learned and how their experiences can make them more competitive 

candidates to colleges and employers.  It also provides opportunities for families to directly connect with 

their students and the teachers to collaboratively guide the student on thinking about where to aim and 

how to shape their high school path. 

 

On Track 

Through MAPP, students set their path.  With “On Track,” we make sure students stay on that path.  On 

Track is a methodology born from research about the importance of high school grades and attendance.  

More than a decade of research from the University of Chicago has shown that if students pass their 

core academic courses, especially during their freshman year, they are highly likely to graduate high 

school.  The research also shows that attendance - more than student academic skills - is the key driver 

of success, and that teacher-student trust is the key lever educators have to lift attendance and grades. 

 

Our academies will focus on helping students stay “On Track.”  The academies are naturally structured 

for this work.  The smaller cohorts of students (250-300 in an academy) with a dedicated group of 

academy teachers facilitate closer relationships among teachers and students.  Within academies, staff 

will be organized into smaller Success Teams where a group of teachers and counselors “own” the 

success of a set of students.  Each Success Team will regularly review student data on attendance and 

course grades and will design specific action plans for students who are off track, targeting the issue 

causing failure or challenge for that specific student.  This work will focus on teacher-student 

relationships and bring teachers into closer partnership with families. 

 

All Supporting Initiatives 
MAPP and On Track are two of the most essential supporting initiatives upon which the academies will 

be based.  Exhibit 8 below outlines many others. 

 

Exhibit 8: Supporting Initiatives, Linked to District Priorities 

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION FOR ALL 

Initiative Explanation 

High Quality Core 
Curriculum & 
Powerful Practices 

Invest in sustained, recursive professional learning that enables teachers to have choice and 
voice in curricular design aligned to standards to accelerate the improvement of instruction 
across schools.  Develop a common understanding of what to expect in an effective 
classroom and provide professional learning and coaching centered on these powerful 
practices. 

Instructional 
Coaching 

Invest in individual supports for teacher success at the high school level, with a focus on 
frequent, bite-sized coaching to transform instruction from traditional teacher as deliverer 
of content to a student-centered, applied learning approach. 

Co-teaching to 
support students 
with disabilities 
and English 
Learners 

Invest in co-teaching arrangements among special education teachers and content area 
teachers.  Provide co-planning time and professional development to support a 
collaborative, shared ownership approach to provide accommodations and modifications 
for students with disabilities.   
Also invest in co-teaching arrangements among ESL teachers and content area teachers 
focused on explicit language development within the richness of content instruction.  
Provide ESL specific professional learning to make classrooms language rich and effective 
instructional environments for students at a range of language development levels. 
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Multi-Tiered 
System of Student 
Supports 

Define a tiered system of academic, social emotional and behavior supports and 
interventions to support the range of learning needs for all students.  Invest in 
understanding and meeting students’ individual needs to ensure they have access to all 
educational options. 

Workplace 
Competencies in 
the 21st century 

Adopt a set of 21st century workplace readiness competencies.  Develop systems and 
opportunities to ensure that students in all academies develop the competencies to be 
prepared for career and college success. 

Project-based 
Learning including 
Capstone Projects 

Develop expertise in project-based learning, which requires students to acquire deeper 
learning by solving real-world challenges and can increase students’ interest and meaning in 
the task.  Use capstone projects in particular for students to demonstrate mastery of 
academic and non-academic standards. 

ENGAGED STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITY 

Initiative Explanation 

Explicit Focus on 
Relationships 

Develop explicit plans to strengthen and expand student/educator relationships.  Key 
components of relationship building include knowing students as individuals, students 
being “on track” and students building their future career and college plans.  Additionally, 
elevate student voice in school design. 

“On Track” 
methodology 

As outlined in the plan above, academies will adopt an “On Track” methodology to increase 
engagement of students and families with keeping students successful each marking 
period. Research has shown passing core content courses, especially early in one’s high 
school career, makes graduating very likely.   

Career & College 
Planning 

Complementing On Track, the MAPP process identified earlier in section 2 helps students 
and families develop a vision for the student’s future and a path in high school and beyond 
that will allow the student to achieve those goals. 

EFFECTIVE AND THRIVING WORKFORCE 

Initiative Explanation 

Common 
Professional 
Collaboration Time 

Adjust the schedule to create a common time each week for professional collaboration and 
development among high school staff.  This will facilitate more intentional collaboration 
and planning between academy design teams, content areas, and with general education 
and special education and/or ELL teachers. 

Co-Planning & Co-
Teaching 

Invest in co-planning and co-teaching to differentiate learning supports for students who 
are English language learners and students with disabilities. 

Developing 
Excellent 
Educators and 
Teacher Teams 

Implement a coordinated approach for developing and coaching excellent educators and 
teacher teams, which will include frequent, actionable feedback for teachers and creating 
6-8 week professional development cycles.  All should be aligned to standards and the 
school’s instructional focus and powerful practice. 

Teacher 
Leadership  

Design purposeful teacher leadership roles focused on instruction and student support, 
within each academy. Identify and position advanced instructors so they may act as 
“spotlights” highlighting specific best practices and supporting colleagues. 

 

EMPOWERED SCHOOLS 

Initiative Explanation 

Academy Design 
Teams 

Facilitate Academy Design Teams of HPS teachers, leaders, and staff, as well as community, 
and university partners to develop the programming for each academy.  Create multiple 
opportunities for input from students and families. 

School-wide 
Culture System 

Establish a school-wide culture approach that is common across all high school campuses.  
Ensure that all students feel welcome, valued, and known.  Analyze multiple systems 
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including whether the Restorative Justice program begun at Holyoke High School can 
expand to be a school-wide culture system. 

Coordinated 
Supports for 
Social, Emotional, 
and Family Needs 

Define the roles and relationships among positions that support students’ social, emotional, 
and family needs.  Define processes to ensure that all such positions and partnerships are 
highly coordinated in support of students and families. 

Systems & 
Structures Team 

Facilitate one team across all academies and schools to align structures and systems with 
the academy model including: 
● Shifting to semester-long courses instead of year-long courses 
● Scheduling options including 7 period, 8 period, and block schedules 
● Scheduling flexibility to create collaborative professional time 
Work with Academy Design Teams to streamline current course offerings and align them to 
academy model. 
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SECTION 3.  Implementation Timeline 
 

Sections 1 and 2 contain initiatives that are not incremental changes.  They call for transforming the high 

school experience in Holyoke.  Implementing such change will be a dynamic process that gets defined by 

the staff, students, families, and leaders over the course of years.  In this section, we offer an initial 

timeline to guide implementation.  We anticipate that implementation steps will change often and be 

driven by the teams, led by educators at the school level, who will define the nature of the academies. 

 

Exhibit 9: Implementation Timeline 

Initiative Spring 2017  2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

PRIMARY INITIATIVE – Academies 

Four Theme Based  
Grades 10-12 Academies 

Create Academy 
Design Teams & 

Establish 
Partnership(s) 
with Academy 
Design Experts 

Develop 
curriculum and 
design academy 

pathways. 
Sync school 

systems with 
academy model 

Launch the four 
new themed 

Academies for 
grades 10 & 11 

Expand the 
Academies to 

grade 12 

Freshman Academy 

Schedule 
students tightly 
within teams for 

17-18 

Freshman 
students explore 
10-12 Academies 

Continue 

 
Newcomers Academy 
 

Plan structure, 
curriculum, 

staffing  

Launch 
Newcomers 
Academy.  

Students explore 
10-12 Academies  

Continue 

Opportunity Academy 
Establish 

Additional 
Partnerships 

Launch New 
Partnerships & 
Develop Cross-

Partner 
Coordination  

Strengthen Cross Partner Connections 
and Student Programming 

SUPPORTING INITIATIVES – Aligned to District Priorities 

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION FOR ALL 

High Quality Core 
Curriculum & Powerful 
Practices 

Establish an 
Instructional 

Transformation 
Team to lead a 

shift to student-
centered 

instruction 

Intensive 
coaching across 

the HS’s to 
transform our 
instruction in 

preparation for 
the academies 

Continue 

Instructional Coaching 
Increase coaching 

capacity  

Provide coaching to all HS teachers 
from Instructional Transformation 

Team through coaching cycles aligned 
with explicit professional development 

Shift 
responsibility for 
coaching cycles 

from 
Transformation 

Team to Academy 
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Leads and 
administrators  

Multi-Tiered System of 
Student Supports 

Research & plan 
for 17-18 

Begin reading 
interventions at 
both HS’s and 
explore math 
interventions 

starting with 9th 
grade 

Expand supports & align with 
academies 

Workplace Competencies 
in the 21st century 

Define 
competencies  

Integrate 
competencies 
into academy 

design 

Implement 
teaching & 

measuring of 
growth 

Continue 

Project Based Learning 
including Capstone 
Projects 

Develop Graduate 
Profile and Senior 
Capstone Project 
for each academy 

Design project-
based curricula & 

pilot project 
based units 

Implement as 
part of academy 

design 
Continue 

ENGAGED STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITY 

Explicit Focus on 
Relationships 

Develop explicit 
plans at school 

level 

Implement school 
plans &  

Develop explicit 
plans at Academy 

level 

Implement 
Academy-based 

plans 
Continue 

“On Track” methodology 

Implement in 9th 
grade & 

Develop staff 
team structure 

for 2017-18 

Implement On 
Track approach at 

all grades 9-12 

Implement On 
Track approach 

within each 
academy 

Continue 

M.A.P.P. - Career & College 
Planning 

Initiate MAPP 
(ILPs) for all 9th 
graders at HHS 

and 10th graders 
at Dean 

Implement MAPP 
for all grades 9-12 
and being MAPP 

at the middle 
schools 

Expand MAPP to 
serve all students 

in grades 6-12 
Continue  

EFFECTIVE AND THRIVING WORKFORCE 

Common Professional 
Collaboration Time 

Develop plan 
Implement new 

schedule 

Adjust to match 
academy 
structure 

Continue 

Co-Planning & Co-Teaching 
Pilot co-teaching 

relationships 

Arrange schedule 
to facilitate co-

teaching 

Emphasize co-teaching within 
Academies 

Developing Excellent 
Educators and Teacher 
Teams 

Focus on: 
● Dept. Heads 
● Academy 

Teams 
● Grade 9 
● Dean Tech 

Expand focus to all 
school; emphasize 

academy teams 
development of 

curriculum & 
powerful practices 

Continue 

Teacher Leadership 

Teachers lead 
the development 
of the academies 
and supporting 

systems 

Teacher leaders 
play central role in 
academy design & 

development of 
curricula and 

Teacher leaders help guide academies 
including development of curricula and 

powerful practices 
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powerful practices 
EMPOWERED SCHOOLS 

Academy Design Teams 

Select members 
for academy 
design team 

(including 
teachers, industry 

& university 
partners). 

Begin planning 

Develop academy 
curricula and 

course sequence 
through grade 12 
integrating the 5 

core tenets 

Launch 
academies 

Graduate first 
class from 
academies 

School-wide Culture 
System 

Examine viable 
systems  for 

2017-18  

Implement at 
Dean and HHS 

Adjust culture 
system academy 

structure 
Continue 

Coordinated Supports for 
Social, Emotional, and 
Family Needs 

Develop staff 
roles and 

relationships 
among positions; 

plan to 
implement in 

2017-18 

Implement 
coordinated roles 

Adjust to 
academy 
structure 

Continue 

Systems & Structures Team 

Select members 
for S&S team.  

Backwards map 
plan to align 
systems & 

structures with 
academy model 

Implement 
systems to start 

in 2017-18; 
continue to 

develop systems 
to prepare for 

academy launch 

Implement all 
systems & 
structures 

necessary for 
academy launch 

Continue 
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APPENDIX  
 

Design Process  
 

The diagram below shows the planning teams that will begin working in March to design the academies 

and all aspects of the schools to support them.  These teams will be comprised of high school teachers, 

leaders, and students and include university and community partners.  The Academy Design Teams are 

for the four new themed academies: 

● CGS - Community and Global Studies Academy 

● PMA - Performing and Media Arts Academy 

● TED - Technology, Engineering, and Design Academy 

● MLS - Medical and Life Sciences Academy 

 

The Work Groups will address critical aspects of school practice that must be aligned with the academy 

model.  The Review Panel for HS Redesign is a group of staff and students who will receive updates and 

provide feedback on the work being done by the Academy Design Teams and the Work Groups. 

 

 
 

 

HS Redesign Planning Team – Team Members 
 

Academy Design Teams – Facilitated by Barbara Crock, Jennifer Chassman, Maggie Gifford 

Community and Global Studies  
Academy 

Performing and Media Arts 
 Academy 

Meghan Harrison (lead) English, HHS Joe Courchesne (lead) English, HHS 

Dana Altshuler Social Studies, HHS Cassi Stewart Band, HHS 

Jeff Hamilton Math, Dean Darlene Henshaw Art, HHS 

Matt Gilbert Special education, HHS David Langlois Video Production, HHS 

Molly Pinkney ESL, HHS Dustin Rose Math, Dean 

Pete McAndrew Social Studies, HHS Kevin Bechard Social Studies, HHS 

Robert Frye Social Studies, HHS Mary Brazeau English, HHS 

Leah Letourneau Special education, HHS Mark Todd Music, HHS 

  Mike Hines Media Center, District 
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Technology, Engineering and Design  
Academy 

Medical and Life Sciences  
Academy 

Marcus Holt (lead) Science, Dean Jake Belanger (lead) Math, HHS 

David Teft Diesel, Dean Jamie Anderson Science, HHS 

Lhea Destromp Special Ed, HHS Michael Cotto Science, HHS 

Shay Fitzell English, HHS Sharon Summers Health Assisting, Dean 

Phil Cooper Math, HHS Michelle Lafond Health/PE, HHS 

 

Newcomer 
Academy 

Barbara Page (lead) ESL Dept. Head 

Janet Morales ESL, HHS 

Zaida Cruz Science, HHS 

 

 

Workgroups – Facilitated by Mickey Buhl 

Systems & Structures Culture Policy 
Carrie Auffrey (lead) Assistant Principal, HHS Alan Gates (lead) Director of Culture, Dean 

Anna Rigali Guidance, HHS Bethanie Beausoleil English, HHS 

Kristen Newell Special Education, HHS Luke Woodward Dir. Student Support, HHS 

Lynn Bechard Social Studies, HHS Harry Melendez Director of Culture, HHS 

Deb Fortin-Brochu Science, HHS Nissette Gonzalez Dean of Students, HHS 

Shonda Vincent English, Dean   

Liz Butler Social Studies, HHS   

Pam Nadeau Guidance, HHS   

Teresa Beaulieu Guidance, Dean   

Jennifer Chassman Assistant Principal, HHS   

Erin Linville Chief of Strategy, district   

 

Special Education Social Emotional Learning & Supports 
Ryan Bowler (lead) Special education, HHS Erika Boulware (lead) Adj. Counselor HHS 

Allison Long Special education, HHS Chris O’Connell Adj. Counselor, Dean 

Leah Destromp Special education, HHS Kerrita Mayfield Science, HHS 

Kelly Keating Special education, HHS Kristen Phelan Social Work Intern, HHS 

Tim Britton Special education, HHS Myra Rodriguez Teen Clinic, Dean 

Lori Phelps Special education, Dean Colby Verge Special education, Dean 

Colby Verge Special education, Dean Dani O’Brien Advisory Coord., HHS 

Leah Letourneau Special education, HHS Kim Alderman-Shapiro Special education, HHS 

 

 

Review Panel 
 

Numerous students and  staff from HHS and Dean 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Why are we redesigning the high school experience in Holyoke? 

Tremendous potential and hope exist in our vibrant community. Our teachers, students and families are 

doing a lot right. And yet, we know we must reverse a chronically low graduation rate and provide our 

students with a competitive advantage by ensuring they graduate more prepared. We believe the time 

is now to seize upon our collective desire to grow, engage, and invest in our students so we can provide 

them with the 21st century skills required to succeed in the information age. 

 

What are some of the 21st century skills employers are demanding? 

● Problem solving – Students must be able to think independently and work proactively to solve 
problems or challenges they encounter in and outside the classroom. Employers will demand 
this skill from all adults in the modern workplace. 

● Creativity – Students must be able to design and propose creative digital and non-digital 
solutions to compete in the global marketplace as adults. Students should be able to prepare 
and present creative approaches to a problem or a project. 

● Critical thinking – Students must develop clear, rational thinking based on evidence, analysis 
and experience to solve problems and create solutions. 

● Collaboration – Students must learn to work with others across multiple platforms and 
disciplines and varying viewpoints to solve a problem or present new ideas. The global 
marketplace demands success in working together across virtual teams, cultures and 
communication styles to get work done. 

 

How did HPS develop this plan? 

A team of teachers, students, parents, and community members conducted 5 months of research and 

made more than 150 school visits around the country to learn about and understand innovative, 

educational programming at work in other communities. As a group, we distilled the information we 

learned through multiple meetings sessions and shared some of the ideas with the public in December 

2016 in order to get additional feedback from the community. Our ideas took shape quickly from there 

and we have defined a direction we believe will provide engaging personalized pathways to learning for 

all students. 

 

What is an academy? 

An academy at HPS is a place of study within a school incorporating themed learning pathways. The 

current proposed draft plan calls for three academies that would serve students in grades 10-12: 

1. Community and Global Studies Academy 

2. Technology, Engineering and Design 

3. Performing & Media Arts Academy 

4. Medical and Life Sciences Academy 

We will continue the Freshman Academy that began in 2017 and grow our alternative high school 

program into an off-site academy called Opportunity Academy for students needing an alternative to 

the large high schools.  Also, we will launch a Newcomers Academy for students new to English.  Each 

academy would provide access to the core curriculum and offer unique courses aligned with the above 
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themes. 

 

How will students still learn the basics - reading, writing and math? 

Each academy will provide the core curriculum of English, Math, Science, and Social Studies and offer 

unique courses aligned with concentration strands.  Students will explore academies in 9th grade 

through participation in the Freshman Academy (now in place) and apply to the themed academy of 

their choice for advanced studies in grades 10-12.  Each academy will offer applied learning in the 

content areas, Advanced Placement, dual enrollment courses, and capstone projects. There will also be 

opportunities for work-based learning experiences such as internships and work-study. 

 

What is a capstone project? 

A capstone project is a multifaceted assignment similar in some ways to a college thesis. Capstone 

projects may take a wide variety of forms, but most are long-term projects that require students to do 

research in school and out in the community, design presentations, speak publicly, or present a portfolio 

of work at the conclusion of the semester or quarter. These projects require solid understanding of the 

21st century skills to complete.  

 

What is the implementation timeline? 

The four new theme-based academies would launch in the 2018-19 school year for grades 10 and 11.  

During spring 2017, we will solidify the plan through extensive feedback and launch a planning and 

development process.  Teachers, students, university partners, business partners, and academy design 

experts will work together to develop the curriculum and other aspects of each academy. 

 

The strategic plan includes a series of supporting initiatives including a Career & College Planning 

process and a focus of keeping students “on track” each year.  Several of these supporting initiatives 

have already begun.  Teams of teachers and school leaders will work together during the spring and 

summer of 2017 to further develop them for 2017-18 and beyond. 

 

How can I be part of a feedback group on HS Redesign? 

If you are interested in participating in a focus group about high school redesign, please contact Project 

Coordinator Tammy Lawrence at tlawrence@hps.holyoke.ma.us. 

  

How will colleges look at these pathways?  

Colleges and universities are interested in accepting well-prepared, well-rounded students from 

secondary schools with rigorous academic programming. To that end, our goal at HPS is to increase the 

number of students meeting Mass Core, the recommended program of studies for college and career 

readiness.  The academy system, with its opportunities for dual-enrollment at local colleges, long-term 

capstone projects, and career experiences aligned with academic study will provide a competitive 

advantage for Holyoke students. 

 

How much access will students have to AP classes in each pathway? For example, in the Science, 

Technology, and Engineering pathway, will students have the opportunity to take an AP class in 

history or English? 

We will expand access to AP and dual enrollment - not limit it. Choosing a pathway doesn't limit the AP 

mailto:tlawrence@hps.holyoke.ma.us
http://www.doe.mass.edu/ccr/masscore/
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and dual enrollment options for a student. The precise course offerings will be developed in the spring 

and summer through academy design teams which will be teacher led and include university partners. 

 

Will students have the opportunity to take electives outside of their academy/pathway?  

Yes. Through our design process, we will build in cross-academy opportunities for students so they can 

continue to explore their interests. 

 

Is there an option not to enroll in an academy?  

The redesign plan calls for every student to be enrolled in an academy. 

 

How soon will a parent know the classes/opportunities available in each pathway so they can help 

their student make an informed decision when choosing an academy? 

The teacher-led academy design teams will develop the precise course guides for each academy. During 

the 2017-18 school year, students will have the opportunity to explore what each of the academies will 

offer and the process of choosing an academy will be published well in advance of enrollment for the 

2018-19 school year. 

 

What happens when a pathway reaches capacity or maximum number of students?  

Capacity planning in the academies will be addressed as part of the plan refinement work. 

 

Will Holyoke still have a vocational school? 

Students will have the option to choose state-approved Career, Vocational, Technical Education (CVTE) 

programs. There will be state-approved CTE programs within each academy, and there may be 

additional state-approved CTE programs available that are alongside the academies.  Students will have 

the choice whether or not to make one of those programs part of their program of study.  

 

How does special education programming fit into the redesign?  

Each academy will offer all students the ability to learn skills at their own pace and provide quality 

services and programming with special education needs.  We will invest in co-teaching arrangements 

among special education and content area teachers to differentiate supports for students with 

disabilities.  Exploring how best to align special education services with the academy model will be part 

of the design process during the upcoming months. 

 

Will there be an alternative school? 

Yes, we will continue to build our current alternative programs into an academy at a location separate 

from Holyoke High School and Dean Technical High School. Opportunity Academy will provide several 

different pathways to a diploma through a unique set of partnerships between Holyoke Public Schools, 

Holyoke Community College, and other community organizations that provide educational services to 

high school age students.   

 

Opportunity Academy will be much smaller, and students will be referred to it as it will aim to serve 

students who are “off track” for graduation or those who need an alternative to the large high school 

environment.  
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Innovation & Design Teams 
In Fall 2016, HPS formed two teams to lead a process of exploring innovative and effective school 

designs for high school education.  The teams consisted of teachers, school and district leaders, 

students, parents, and community members.  They completed over 150 combined school visits.  Their 

work and the extensive feedback from staff, students, and the community is what led to development of 

the strategic plan above. 

 

Innovation Team Members 

Families and Community Members 
 
Alize Rivera, 10th grade student, Dean 
Bianca Colflesch, 10th grade student, HHS 
J’Anthony Smith, 11th grade student, HHS 
Katelynn Cruz, 10th grade student, HHS 
Rolando Colon, 10th grade student, Dean 
Ana Jaramillo, Holyoke Health Center 
 
Andrew Pasquale, Holyoke Codes 
Betty Medina, Enlace de las Familias 
Gloria Urbina, Parent, Holyoke Comm. Charter 
Lissie Fein, Holyoke Codes 
Nyles Courchesne, Parent, School Committee 
Member & Attorney 

Staff Members 
 
Dana Altshuler, 9th grade Academy, HHS 
Erika Boulware, Adjustment Counselor, HHS 
Gwen Martin, Asst. Director of Extended Learning 
Jeff Hamilton, Math Teacher & Induction Coach, Dean 
Jen Robson, Special Education team Leader, Dean 
Kendrick Roundtree, Special Education Teacher, Dean 
Kerrita Mayfield, Science Teacher, HHS 
Kevin Bechard, Soc. Studies Teacher, HHS 
Liam O’Brien, Alternative School Teacher 
Luis Arroyo, Electrical Teacher, Dean 
Normand LeBlanc, Transition Teacher, Dean 
Robert Frye, Soc. Studies Teacher, HHS 
Sharon Summers, Health Assisting Teacher, Dean 

 

Design Team Members 

Barb Crock, Facilitator & Consultant 
Erin Linville, Chief of Strategy & Turnaround 
Lori McKenna, Eng. Dept. Head & Teacher, HHS 
Maggie Gifford, CTE Director, Dean 
Marcus Holt, Engineering Teacher, Dean 
Mickey Buhl, ED of Secondary Education & 
Pathways 

Deb Lantaigne, Dept. of Elementary & Secondary Ed 
Jeff Peterson, Principal, Dean 
Jerica Coffey, Restorative Justice, HHS 
Luis Soria, Chief Academic Officer 
Marc Swygert, Asst. Principal (Dean) & Interim 
Principal (EN White) 
Mary Grumoli, Soc Stud Dept Head & Teacher, HHS 
Steve Sullivan, Principal, Holyoke High 
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School Visits 

 


